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Russians will follow this trealY just a long as they think it to their advantage

to do so. If we wish to end the Cold War along the lines now being suggested we

should make other treaties, butting down pip arations for war in maiy different

lines. The United States with its open poliy # will carry out these treaties

to the letter. The Russians will cariy them out to whatever extent the breaking

of them might he detectable, but there is no reason to think that thW will go

cyond that. It is clearly stated in Communist textbooks that words are only a
and

wea,on to be used in xxiot)q overthrowing the non-Communist world,/that a

Communist is in noˆ way bound by xi any such treaty or promise.

3. A third w wieh step which the United States may take toward

bringing the Cold War to an end is to cut down the ability of our own officials

to carry on counter-espionage, to open up teaching positions, and governmental

positions to members of the Communist party, to Rzz do away with loyalth oaths.
could?

to remove everything that would in any way be a bar to those who are secretly

plotting the destruction of our government, or that would make it difficult for

them to develop their plans to the point where they might have a chance of

success. If anyone doubts Xki that this is what they would do, and are doing,

let him simply read Herbert Philbrick's book, I Led Three Lives in w1ddxi

which one has a very small glimpse of the sort of activity that Russian agents

are constantly carrying on in our 1 country. Do away with restrictions on

travel by Americans to enemy countries, allow free passage back and forth by

those who are anrious to destroy our nation, put big headlines into the papers
farces

whenever one of our military/makes a mistake and some civilians suffer from it,

play down /,and say little about the brutal atrocities of the Communists in

South Vietnam and elsewhere in the world. All this the United States can do

and it is an important part of this means of ending the Cold War.

4. Talk about the Cold War J as if it is cooling off encourage trade

A-727-
with nations under Communist dictatorship,)make it easier for,tbem to hold

control over their peoples; cause r our people to relax and to become convineêd

that there is n :o real danger from Communist sources, that the only real danger
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